
Masterclasses Blush 19 

Masterclasses are maximum capacity, fixed couple workshops designed for more teacher/pupil interaction. There is a range of workshops 
available that can be booked at The Weather Centre (information desk in the main foyer) at a cost of £5 per head  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Saturday 10.45am – 11.45am: Flying Low: Baby Aerials with Tony & Hayley Epps (Partnered Masterclass) 

These two are aerials masters, and veterans at teaching people how to safely, accurately and stylishly perform impressive, showstopping 
lifts. Baby Aerials keep both of the ladies feet close to the ground and allow participants to explore being airborne, without the pressure 
of lifting the lady over the top of the head!  

Suitable for Intermediate + Dancers and above – Signed Disclaimer Required 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Saturday 12pm - 1pm: Collegiate Shag with Lyndsey Bennett (Partnered Masterclasses) 

Just in time for Swingers Hour, Lyndsey brings you a brand new style of Rock ‘n’ Roll for you and your partner to sample. Up tempo, 
energetic and undeniably the most fun you will have all weekend. You can learn the basic step, practise some creative and varied 
patterns, and then head downstairs to show off your new skills in the Boudoir bar during Tiggerbabe’s set! 

Suitable for Intermediate + Dancers and above 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



Saturday 1.15pm – 2.15pm & Sunday 6.15pm – 7.15pm: Ladies Styling 1 & 2 with Becki Rendell (Solo Masterclass) 

With a background in Ceroc, Salsa, Line Dance, Merengue, Zumba & Bachata, Becki has many styles to add variation and the wow factor 
to her Ceroc dancing. As an experienced Ladies Styling instructor, you can expect this Masterclass to incorporate Top - Toe Basics & 
Posture, Ceroc Rock Back Step with Latin Style, Spare Arms and Combinations, Shoulders, Hips and Hand Movements.  
 
There is so much to cover in Ladies Styling that 1 hour won't really cut through everything, so at this Camber Becki is teaching part 2. This 
session covers - Top to Toe Basics & Posture, Spinning & Spotting, Ronde from Spins, Stylish Walks & Solo Footwork Patterns. It is not 
necessary to complete Ladies Styling 1 to participate in this Masterclass 
 
Suitable for All Solo Females 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Saturday 2.30pm – 3.30pm: Body Isolations with Tim Stevens (Partnered Masterclass) 

Oozing with soul, funk, groove and some impressive tricks, street dancer Tim returns to deliver another exciting routine for you to learn. 
This time, he explores body isolations and how they can compliment your partner dancing. Exploring different body parts independently, 
Tim will create an unlimited number of unique styling options for your dancing. Perfect for those who wish to escalate their dancing to 
the next level…and a must for anyone wishing to command the judges’ attention during a dance competition.  

Suitable for Advanced Dancers 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Saturday 3.45pm - 4.45pm: Vintage Blues with Ben Davies (Partnered Masterclass) 

This workshop is perfect for those with a touch of nostalgia of classic blues music and vintage blues styling. Ben will take you on a creative 
exploration of technical challenges, stylistic experiments and authentic Blues accompaniments. Add a touch of sophistication and close 
embrace to your Blues freestyle, and learn the skills to lead and follow some of the most playful moves on the market.  

Suitable for Intermediate Dancers and above 



Saturday 5pm - 6pm: Wow Factor with Matt Blain & Victoria Pollard (Partnered Masterclass) 

Championship Masters Matt & Victoria love a crowd-pleasing ‘wow’ move, and this Masterclass will give you a wealth of new and exciting 
show-stoppers that will be sure to win you spontaneous applause! 

Former UK Grand Masters, this dynamic duo explore some of the most adventurous new innovations in the world of advanced moves. 
The lesson will be packed with technical content so you can not only enjoy the moves themselves, but you will be able to execute them 
with precision and finesse on any freestyle or competition floor.  

Suitable for Advanced dancers 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Sunday 10.45am - 11.45am and 12pm-1pm: Burlesque and Boylesque with Veronika Oliver (Solo Masterclass) FREE OF CHARGE 

Burlesque is Veronika’s passion. Saucy, suggestive and oh so sexy, this one hour workshop will teach you a solo choreographed routine 
bursting with styling tips and unrivalled naughtiness. Dare you put some of these movements into your Ceroc dancing? It will provoke a 
few raised eyebrows for sure! 

Suitable for All Dancers – Male and Female class taught separately 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Sunday 1.15pm – 2.15pm: Pivots & Slides with Dale St Rose (Partnered Masterclass) 

If you want to be the most stylish couple on the dance floor, come and learn the skills from the King of body and soul…Mr Smood himself. 
Dale’s Masterclass will feature a wealth of slick footwork challenges for both the lead and the follow that you will both be able to 
introduce to a number of moves that are already in your Ceroc repertoire.  
 
Innovative and challenging, these moves are perfect for anyone with a fetish for fancy feet. 

Suitable for Intermediate + Dancers and above 



Sunday 2.30pm – 3.30pm: Attack The Music with Tim Sant-Turner (Partnered Masterclass) 

Head of Dance for Ceroc and Head Judge at the Ceroc Championships, Tim knows a lot about making your dancing look good as well as 
feel good. ‘Attack the Music’ is all about musicality, but it removes the barrier of learning complex choreographies or advanced routines, 
and instead focuses on simple moves that are already in your Ceroc repertoire.  

This Masterclass will reignite your passion for dancing, and prove that it isn’t all about finding the hardest moves…it’s simple moves 
executed with rhythmic perfection that create a true Master of the dance floor.  

Suitable for Intermediate Dancers and above 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Sunday 3.45pm – 4.45pm: Drop It Like It’s Hot! with Tony & Hayley (Partnered Masterclass) 

Thrillseekers unite! Daring seducers, jaw-dropping dips and the most exhilarating drops, all whilst keeping the lady’s feet firmly on the 
ground. Adrenaline Junkies Tony and Hayley love to leave their audience in awe, and this Masterclass will give you a biggest and best 
drops that will be sure to leave the crowd gasping! 

Suitable for Advanced Dancers only – Signed Disclaimer Required 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5pm - 6pm: Neo Blues Evolution with Marc Forster & Rachel Pears (Partnered Masterclass) 

Marc and Rachel are Masters of the Blues room, and their dedication to sourcing new and contemporary Blues music has led them to 
developing the Neo-Blues brand. This dance is all about breaking the boundaries of Blues and exploring innovative new techniques that 
can excite and surprise on the Blues freestyle floor. Expect classic Blues rhythms with a contemporary twist, taught by the leading Blues 
instructors in the UK. 

Suitable for Intermediate + Dancers and above 


